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About ManTripping.com: 
For more than 10 years, ManTripping has produced high-quality content designed to engage, entertain, and 
inform busy men who love to travel. We embrace them at home, at work, and on the road. During this more 
than a decade of blogging, ManTripping has become a leading male lifestyle blog and the world’s top travel 
destination focused on promoting planning tips, destinations, and gear for the ultimate Mancation and epic 
Guys Weekends. With a combined reach of more than 200,000 (social media followers and unique monthly site 
visitors), it is also one of the most influential.  

When social sharing and media appearances are taken into account, ManTripping’s content is seen more than 
a million times each month by men as well as women across the United States as well as internationally, with 
key countries including: Canada, Australia, United Kingdom, and Europe. 

ManTripping also conducts travel industry research on travel trends through interviews with male bloggers, 
travel industry representatives, and audience surveys. 

Areas of Coverage Include: 
• Travel (Guys Weekends, Mancations, and Romantic Getaways) 

• Home Life & DIY 

• Gifts Gear & Gadgets 

• Men’s Style & Fashion  

• Cars & Driving 

• Sports & Entertainment  

• Health & Fitness  

• Work Life, Entrepreneurship & Careers 
 

Website and Social Channels: 
 
Web: http://www.mantripping.com  – 140,000 UMV; 336,000 PV per month average 
 
Twitter: 
 http://twitter.com/mantripping  - 50,000 followers 
 
Instagram: 
 http://instagram.com/mantripping  - 10,800 followers 
 
Facebook: 
 http://facebook.com/mantripping  - 5,900 likes 
 
Pinterest: 
 http://pinterest.com/mantripping  - 15,100 followers; 
900k Avg Monthly Viewers; 34k Avg Monthly 
Engaged 
 
YouTube: 
 http://youtube.com/mantripping  - 600 subscribers  
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Sponsored Content and Hosted Travel Opportunities: 
 

ManTripping offers a variety of sponsored content opportunities for brands of all sizes. This ranges from 

single social and blog posts to longer term engagements allowing us to help tell your story and become a 

true brand advocate for your organization. 

All rates below are negotiable based on campaign budgets and best fit for our audience’s interests as 

well as ultimately the requirements for us to create and promote the best content for your brand. 

 

Sponsored Blog Posts ($700+) – typical posts are a minimum of 500 words and include 2-3 images. 

Sponsored Social Media Posts ($25 per Tweet; $50 per Pin; $150 per FB Post; $300 per IG Post) 

YouTube and Instagram Videos ($900) – typical videos are 60-90 seconds. 

Facebook Live Videos ($150-$700) – these videos generally are a minimum of 90 seconds and may range 

from a product unboxing, video review of a product, room tour, or resort tour etc. 

We always encourage brands to select a package that includes multiple posts across different channels. 

Twitter Party Guest and Co-Hosting ($150-$500) – we will join your Twitter Party as a guest or co-host 

and support the event by sharing, engaging, and promoting it to our community. 

Photo Licensing (custom assignment and day rates are available) – typically, this is an addon to fam trips 

and restaurant reviews, but can be a custom, standalone project as well. We can provide you with a 

license to use all photos we capture of your brand or product. This can include “social use only” or you 

can use this content on any channel you prefer, including advertising campaigns and in your media kit. 
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Photography 

Examples  
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Sponsored Content, Hosted Travel, and Review References: 
 

 
I invited James to attend a familiarization tour of Ukraine on behalf of Global Spirits.  James is extremely 
responsive and detail oriented and was flexible in regard to travel arrangements.  Moreover, he was 
constantly working during the trip, sharing the experience with his followers on multiple social platforms, 
and illustrating his posts with exceptional video and photos.  Our trip was grueling, with several cities 
visited over the period of a week, but James was always on time, fully focused and ready to go each 
day.  Moreover, he is a very affable personality and got along well with the other members of the group. 
Overall, working with James was a delightful experience. 
 
Ann Willets – President Generating Buzz (on behalf of Global Spirits) 
 
I enjoyed having James on my familiarization tour. He asked good questions, took great pictures and produced 
during and directly after the trip. Not to mention he’s just fun to be around! 
 

Jessica O'Riley - Tourism Communications Manager: Travel Iowa 
 
James has never failed to provide a well-written detailed look at each of our FCA (Fiat Chrysler America) 
vehicles that he has driven. 
 
Mike Driehorst – FCA Digital Media 
 
James has proven to be an excellent partner for our clients as he delivers both thoughtful blog posts and 
impactful social media results for our clients. 
 
Kara Rutkin – Senior Account Manager at Kirvin Doak (on behalf of MGM Resorts and other clients) 
 
What a Blast! We loved hosting you and your #MenWhoBlog crew in Carson Valley, Virginia City, and Reno. 
You were right … everyone was great for the trip! 
 
Ronel Dotson – President RAD Strategies 
 
I really like you and your work ethic.  You are always prompt to respond and very kind.  It was great working 

with you on this review. 

Michelle Thompson - CWR & Partners, LLP. 
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Brands That Have Sponsored Our Content and Experiences Include: 
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Large Influencer Campaigns With ManTripping and #MenWhoBlog 
 

In addition to ManTripping.com, we work closely with the #MenWhoBlog male influencer network to 

execute larger scale campaigns. This opportunities include: 

Twitter Parties  
 
Twitter Parties are typically 60 minute events with 4 blogger co-hosts and designed around a theme such as 
"Valentine's Day DIY" or "Father's Day" or "Lawn Care". They are ideal to promote a specific event association, 
new product launch, or create a connection between a brand and a concept such as “connecting a cologne with 
sailing”. Each party is promoted on Twitter with optional blog post promotion (extra fee) up to a week in 
advance and also includes a giveaway with RSVP form to create additional excitement prior to the event itself. 
 
Typically the cost for these ranges from $2,500-$3,500 depending on what's involved and specifically who the 
co-hosts are. We also encourage brands to provide product and/or gift cards to give away as prizes. We’ve had 
great success running these and results can range from a few million impressions to tens of millions depending 
on how it's structured and what the objectives are.  
 
More info: http://www.menwhoblog.com/twitter-party-hosting.html 
 

Sponsored Post and Ambassador Campaigns 
 
Sponsored post campaigns typically 5-10 individuals though can be scaled down to a handful or include more 
than 20 bloggers. We typically ask for a blog post and 3-5 social shares across the site’s strongest channels 
but these requirements can be adapted based on a brand's goals for the campaign.  
 
Ambassador campaigns are similar, except that we coordinate a blogger team over a number of weeks/months 
to bring a sustained communication stream to their audience on behalf of the brand sponsor. These are 
typically custom and might include incremental social media posts or other activities.  
 
Typically a standard blog post campaign averages about $5-7,000 for 10 bloggers with a mix of some bigger 
guys as well as smaller guys with generally an average of 50k UMV (though everything including content 
quality and POV are taken into consideration here to ensure client satisfaction). 
 

Blogger Mancations 
 
This is our most unique offering in that we are offering brands the opportunity to feature their products and 
services in a completely immersive and/or in context setting. The unspoken truth is that most sponsored 
content is mocked up as an illustration of how it “might be used”. By a brand participating in one of our Blogger 
Mancations, it provides them with the opportunity for authenticity. 
 
There are multiple opportunities for brands to be integrated into our Blogger Mancations ranging from 
completely bespoke opportunities where we building the opportunity around the brand to product inclusion in a 
gift bag. While the bespoke adventure offers the widest opportunity for brand integration and curation of a 
specific blogger audience, the gift bag integration offers a very high level of value for a very low price. 
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Budget for Blogger Mancations have a large range but for non-complex products, we offer gift bag product 
inclusion starting at $500 and ask that guests do social shares and consider including it in their blog posts if 
they find the product useful. Bespoke opportunities start at $20,000 (excluding travel and event costs). 
 

 

Content Sponsorship Opportunities on MenWhoBlog.com 

 
We also offer sponsored content opportunities on MenWhoBlog.com starting at $1,000 and that includes 
boosted Facebook promotion to other male bloggers, a blog post with original photography and a Facebook 
Live video as well as social shares across various properties. We can also do individual Facebook and Twitter 
shares but I find that a grouping of content does better than one-off type stuff. 
 
In 2018, we will also be launching sponsorships of our streaming show (launching in February 2018). These will 
be structured initially to gain maximum reach and so sponsored Facebook Live episodes will feature client 
branding and use at least 50% of the sponsorship fee to be used for boosting the post to reach the widest 
audience possible. Initial cost for this opportunity is a minimum sponsorship of $150. 
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Campaign References: 
 
As someone who has worked on various media familiarization trips, I have to say that the #MenWhoBlog 
groups have been some of my favorites. James ensures that these trips are filled with top-tier bloggers who 
generate impactful online and social content and always deliver on their story plans. He also works closely with 
you to develop an itinerary that will cater to the coverage needs of the group. We have loved working with 
James and his team and are grateful for the support they’ve given our clients throughout the years.” 
  
Kara Rutkin, Senior Account Executive - Kirvin Doak Com (MGM Resorts, Golden Gate Hotel, The D) 
 
We really enjoyed working with #MenWhoBlog, one of the best partners we’ve ever had with this type of 
integration.  
 
Lyndsay Wagner, Vice President - Ketchum PR (BF Goodrich) 
 
I loved working with the guys at #MenWhoBlog on multiple campaigns for both Mazda and Kia. They always 
delivered exciting ideas and executed them extremely professionally offering a lot of value to the brands. 
 
Josh Hicks, Director of Social Media - DriveShop (Mazda and Kia) 
 
Thanks for the great work you did on the NuBlu project with us. I look forward to working with you and your 
team again in the future! 
 
Steve Carmichael, Vice President - VizSense (NuBlu TV) 

 

Example #MenWhoBlog Campaigns 
 

BFGoodrich “Donut Day” - We worked with BFGoodrich to promote them during “National Donut Day” by 

engaging five male bloggers to write about their love of doing donuts and promoting the video of BFGoodrich’s 

professional driver. More info: http://bit.ly/2EAyuSv   

Time Warriors on NuBlu TV – We worked with NuBlu TV to help launch their new streaming “TV” channel and 

their marquee program, Time Warriors. To do this, we engaged three men’s lifestyle bloggers to interview the 

founder (a former Navy Seal) and encourage their communities to view the episode through blog and social 

promotion. More info: http://bit.ly/2ECDYfl  

Mazda Exploring the Desert Adventure – We worked with Mazda to showcase why, “Driving Matters” by 

assembling a team of 10 bloggers and taking them camping in Joshua Tree National Park and exploring the 

surrounding area. This trip integrated with both men as well as women bloggers. 

More info: http://bit.ly/1pb3joM  

Toyota (multiple campaigns) – We’ve worked multiple times with Toyota to showcase their trucks in context. 

The first was a partnership with Texas Tourism where we featured the Tacoma on an adventure exploring San 

Antonio including a visit to their factory. The second featured their TRD Pro line of trucks where we took them 

on an off-road adventure to explore abandoned gold mines in the California desert. 

More info: http://bit.ly/2EEe2QF (Tacoma in Texas) and http://bit.ly/2EDsl7T (TRD Pro Off Road Adventure) 
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